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The use of elearning programs to provide clinical education 
has become commonplace within the acute hospital setting, 
however little is known about the effectiveness of such 
programs on nurses’ clinical practice. 

To evaluate the effectiveness of an elearn based clinical 
educational program in addition to standard ward-based 
awareness activities on acute surgical nurses’ confidence and 
practice in patient assessment. 

A quasi-experimental, before and after, comparison group 
design using mixed methods was conducted on two surgical 
wards.

On the control ward 32 nurses were exposed to the poster 
campaign and patient assessment tutorials. On the intervention 
ward 31 nurses also completed an elearn focusing on a 
structured, sequenced approach to patient assessment.

Data collection methods included staff surveys and naturalistic 
observation. Nurses were observed performing clinical 
assessments on the two surgical wards before and after the 
roll-out of the above interventions. 

For postoperative patients (within 4 hours after return to the 
ward), intervention group nurses demonstrated an increase 
in the median time spent conducting patient assessments 
(baseline 10 mins vs post 16 mins, p=0.014), compared to the 
control group (baseline 12 mins vs post 15 mins, p>0.05).

Intervention group nurses demonstrated improvement in the 
frequency and quality of respiratory assessment, oxygen 
therapy, direct pulse checking, urinary catheter drainage 
and surgical drain-tube loss compared to the control group. 

Nurses in the intervention group also reported an improved 
level of confidence in recognising, responding to and 
reporting adverse clinical events and close calls. However, 
most still preferred to adapt the sequence and focus of 
patient assessment according to a patient’s clinical status and 
recovery stage.

These results demonstrated that an elearn based acute 
assessment education program combined with face-to-face 
education and visual reminders achieved greater improvements in 
nurses’ assessment practice than awareness raising activities 
alone. 

Despite these improvements, patient assessment sequencing and 
focus varied according to the patient’s clinical status and recovery 
stage. It is recommended that ongoing education activities should 
promote the importance of assessment sequence to the provision 
of optimal patient care and safety.

Results

Pre observational data on nurses conducting clinical assessments on the 
control and intervention wards is presented in Fig. 1.

Post observational data on nurses conducting clinical assessments on the 
control and intervention wards is presented in Fig. 2.

Fig 1: Pre observational data of nurses performing clinical assessments on 
the control and intervention wards.   

Fig 2: Post observational data of nurses performing clinical assessments on 
the control and intervention wards. 
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